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INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) has established itself as an important examination tool, not only in medicine but also in many scientific and
industrial fields.
In this paper, we present Radalytica’s multi-robot imaging platform, referred to as RadalyX, with full capabilities of the arbitrary path
CT. RadalyX measures nearly all conventional 2D and 3D trajectories of X-ray imaging with precisely calibrated and repeatable
geometrical accuracy leading to a spatial resolution of up to 50 µm. Moreover, RadalyX opens the door to explore new approaches to
both 2D and 3D X-ray imaging, especially in combination with photon-counting detectors that the system uses.
We demonstrate in this publication various novel scan trajectories and their benefits in different applications. In addition, RadalyX is a
platform that allows combining several imaging modalities with any required number of robots. Each modality measures various
aspects of the part to provide complex inspection capabilities. Such modalities range from visible light imaging, UV, IR, to 3D surface
scanning, air-coupled ultrasound to 2D X-ray imaging, and CT.

This publication focuses on the description of the CT modality, its benefits, limitations, and achieved parameters.
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1.

RadalyX – ‚N‘ ROBOTS & ‚M‘ IMAGING MODULES
•

Platform for a new comprehensive imaging
methodology

•

A modular imaging platform that integrates
several imaging and inspection modules on
multiple scanning robots.

•

Each imaging tool follows a designeted path
indepedently or in coordination with other
robots.

•

The platform is configurable into several stations
that are positioned arbitrarily and geometrically
calibrated to enable different modes such as
thru-transmission and reflectance.

Image-guided ion beam
irradiation unit for research
on cancer treatment (a 5robot configuration of
RadalyX).

•

Portable configuration with
3 imaging modules on 2
robots: radiography and CT,
ultrasound testing and
laser surface profiler.

X-ray source

1.1

X-RAY IMAGING MODULE

X-ray detector
sample

X-ray image

2D and 3D scanning in one system

The key parts of the scanner are two robotic stations. The first robot
carries an X-ray tube whose emission spot size range is 8 – 40 µm, and
the operating voltage range is 10 – 130 kVp. The second robot holds a
photon-counting imaging detector of the Widepix MPX3 family.
RadalyX is equipped with accurate geometrical calibrations that allow
positioning both robots precisely yet arbitrarily.
Robots can move and rotate freely about the sample by precise
synchronized movement and provides almost absolute flexibility of
viewing angles.
RadalyX utilizes robotic arms to their full potential as functional
scanning elements that scan along and around 6 different axes.
Therefore, it is not required to use an additional rotary stage for CT
scans for example.
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NEW GENERATION X-RAY DETECTORS
X-ray imaging module is based on photon-counting
detectors of the Widepix MPX3 family

Applications

•

the readouts coupled with 300 µm thick Si semiconductor
sensor / 1 mm thick semi-insulator CdTe sensors
o high sensitivity
o wider application range
• higher speed
• spatial resolution
• spectral imaging
o the ability to identify different types of materials
• the pixel pitch used in RadalyX is 55 µm
o the pixel array sizes range from 256x1280 to
1280x1280 pixels
• enabling considerable suppressing for example scattered
radiation by setting the threshold to a sufficient level

• elimination of all electronic noise that is below the threshold

• Non-destructive inspection

• Medical research

• Art authentication

• X-ray difraction

• Geology
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RadalyX OVERCOMES

OBSTACLES!

• There are samples that will NEVER FIT
into todays CT machines!

• The robots CAN BE MOVED to different
locations during on-site inspections.
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1.2

SYSTEM INTERFACES AND INTEGRATION
•

•

Portable system
•

•

RadalyX is designed to work as
either a standalone scanner or an
OEM subsystem integrated within a
larger automated system.

The calibration is carried out by several
means including the imaging tools
themselves, and in-house calibrations
during the system production.

Stand – alone flexible lab system

The scanner mechanics comprise
independent stations without the
need for a permanent common
mechanical platform.

Extended scan range for large
composite panels of area up to 5000 x
3000 mm2, the panels are to be
measured in full large 2D and region-ofinterest CT scans.

Possibility to integrate into production lines

SYSTEM INTERFACES AND INTEGRATION
• RadalyX software architecture
RadalyX Internal
Factory/Geometrical Calibrations

Data processing of
X-ray scans

RadalyX API/ RadalyX Studio
Scanner Software

4Pi
Data Processing Software
Scripting/programming
TCP/IP control

GUI

PLC & I/O control

RadalyX Studio; scanner graphical user interface

The software/scanner interfaces
support different classes of users.

an integral part of the
software interfaces
where raw X-ray
images are filtered,
calibrated, and
reconstructed into 3D
volumes.

•

RadalyX Studio is the graphical user interface to program and run scans
without the need for any additional tools.

•

Through RadalyX Studio, the user can set the imaging parameters, and plan
the scan trajectory, or choose from predefined scanning approaches.

•

For routine measurements, RadalyX Studio accepts files of preplanned scan
protocols to inspect similar parts and easily adjust the scan reference to a
different part location.
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2.

INTRODUCTION TO ARBITRARY-PATH IMAGING

Different types of samples may require different strategies of X-ray scans to capture the required information. The movement
flexibility of the two robots extends RadalyX range of 2D and 3D scan approaches.

The CT scans with RadalyX, are not limited to vertical and horizontal axes but are possible around nearly any arbitrary axis in 3D. Thus,
It is possible to perform a region-of-interest CT scan of a large structure around the required axis of rotation.
Different types of samples may require different strategies of X-ray scans to achieve the inspection results. In 2D X-ray imaging, the
robots scan with the detector in a plane to capture large X-ray images. However, parts with a single dominating orientation of internal
structures, such as honeycomb panels, suffer from parallax effects due to the X-ray beam cone angle. To this problem, we present a
novel scan approach that we refer to as ‘Parallel-Beam Scan’ (see sections 3.2 and 3.4). The robots scan in a way to create a virtually
parallel X-ray beam to view all structures from a perpendicular angle of view.
The afore-mentioned scan strategies are a subset of arbitrary path CT that can be adjusted according to the imaging task and the
inspected part.
As a general note, all the 2D/3D X-ray images presented throughout this paper are measured exclusively by the robotic scanner
RadalyX.
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3.

2D SCANS

Propeller NDT inspection the selected area of a large
object

Wing root – leading edge

2D radiography scans are an
essential
Non-destructive
Testing (NDT) tool. Besides
their use as a primary
evaluation method, 2D scans
complement the workflow of
complex CT measurements.

Landing gear inspection

Foreign object detection
A cloth left inside composite wing

Overall 2D scans determine regions of
interest for further detailed inspection
using CT. Therefore, RadalyX is equipped
with robust and novel 2D scanning
techniques along its CT capabilities.
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3.1

EXTENDED FIELD OF VIEW SCAN
X-Rays
Detector
Sample

•

The field of view of an X-ray
image is proportional to the X-ray
cone beam angle. In order to
maximize the scan range, RadalyX
virtually extends the X-ray tube
cone-beam angle.

‘Extended Field of View Scan’ strategy. Left (cone-beam): one frame X-ray image without scanning. Right (hemisphere
beam): the robot extends the X-ray beam angle by rotating precisely around the X-ray emission spot.

•

‘Extended Field of View Scan’ of an aircraft wing. Scan
size is 98x76 cm, the source-to-detector distance was
40 cm. Marked in red is a standard X-ray tube 22° field
of view onto a 1280 x 256 pixel2 detector size.

The X-ray tube holding robot is calibrated to rotate precisely about the X-ray
emission spot, thus, converting the X-ray beam from a cone to almost a
hemisphere. The field of view of the generated hemisphere beam is infinite.

Continuous ‘Extended Field of View Scan’ of a composite propeller. Marked in red is a standard X-ray tube 22° field of view
onto a 1280 x 256 pixel2 detector size, the source-to-detector distance was 40 cm.
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3.2

PARALLEL-BEAM SCAN
Projection under cone-beam X-ray

•

Parallax distortion, resulting from viewing under the diverging angle
of cone-beam X-rays, is quite pronounced in parts with dominating
orientation of internal structures such as honeycomb panels.

Virtually parallel X-ray beams project the entire sample uniformly onto the final image

A parallax-free X-ray image of a honeycomb panel
An X-ray image by a divergent cone beam X-rays
of a honeycomb panel

X-ray image with no parallax

X-ray image with parallax

X-ray images of the novel ‘Parallel-Beam Scan’ method

Zoomed parts of the
parallel scan image in
a pseudo-color map

This image shows
excessive adhesive
and air gaps.

This image shows
a deformed core.
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3.3

PARALLEL-EXTENDED SCAN

•

Parts with a high aspect ratio suffer from parallax artifacts
more on the longer dimension.

•

A combination of ‘Extended Field of View’ and ‘Parallel-Beam’
scans is suitable for such parts.

•

The ‘Extended Field of View’ strategy is used on the
short dimension, while the ‘Parallel-Beam’ strategy
scans uniformly the long dimension.

•

The resulting image is uniform, therefore, easier to
inspect

X-ray scan of a propeller with span ~2600 mm, chord length ~200 mm, and aspect ratio 13.
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3.4

2.5D CURVED SCAN

•

RadalyX is equipped with laser distance measurement which
can map parts with complex curvatures exceeding the limits
of bending the X-ray film on one curvature only.

•

It can also be used to automatically control the trajectory of
movement of the robots so that, for example, they maintain
a constant distance from the surface and the angle to it.

an extension to the ‘Parallel-Beam Scan’ strategy
Surface measurement and reconstruction
using laser distance sensor.

X-ray beams perpendicular to curved
honeycomb part to acquire a uniform
X-ray image.

The resulting X-ray image is visualized
on the curved shape using means of
CT visualization – a combination of 2D
X-ray image and 3D shape: ‘2.5D’.
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4.

ARBITRARY PATH CT SCANS

The robotic arms in RadalyX are functional scanning elements for both 3D translation and rotation. They are used to measure the CT
projections at different angles and positions.
RadalyX is equipped with 6-joint robotic arms that can position the detector and X-ray tube independently and freely around the
scanned objects. Therefore, RadalyX executes different types of conventional CT scan trajectories without requiring a change of
mechanics.

The positioning of the X-ray tube is independent of the positioning of the imaging detector, however in planned coordination. This
flexibility of positioning enables new types of scanning trajectories, or even a combination of 2D scan strategies at multiple angles
and positions to form optimal CT projections given the part accessibility and inner structure.
Our development logic in ‘Arbitrary-Path CT’ is that the scan trajectory should adapt to a given part, prior knowledge of structure,
information from other imaging modules, and evaluation requirements.
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Example of 3D visualizations of CT scans measured by RadalyX.

4.1

•

CONE-BEAM CT

Cone-beam CT is measured by rotating the robots’ tools around a scan
axis. The common cone-beam CT is typically scanned around a vertical or
a horizontal axis.

A composite propeller. The detail
detectability in these images is at
about 50 to 60 µm.

A honeycomb sandwich
panel with CFRP skins

•

Example of 3D visualizations of CT scans measured by RadalyX.

The CT scans with RadalyX are possible around nearly any arbitrary axis in 3D.
The X-ray cone-beam field of view and detector size does not limit the
projection size because every projection is measured using the ‘Extended
Field of View Scan’ strategy.
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4.2

PARALLEL / HELICAL CT

•

It is fairly simple to convert a cone-beam CT to a parallel CT or a helical CT in RadalyX thanks to the robot's flexibility.

•

Parallel beam CT trajectory is similar to cone-beam CT trajectory, except for the movement of the X-ray tube which stays at a constant
position in respect to the imaging detector , i.e. the tube and detector always move together maintaining their mutual position and
taking projections or “views”.

•

The individual “views” are translated and rotated around the object.

Parallel CT scan for porosity analysis in an aluminum pipe.
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4.3

Multi-Axes CT of bifurcated aluminum pipes where
porosity is analyzed for a weld joint of two branches.

MULTI-AXES CT

•

Arbitrary placement of CT scan-axis facilitates
measurements of complex shapes. The robots
programmatically change the CT axis to align it with the
sample.

•

Multi-axes CT can run selectively along one axis or
combinatorial of projections around multiple axes in one
scan.
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ADVANTAGES OF RadalyX

Focus to selected depth

The flexibility of robot allows also focusing Xray images to different depth. It is
demonstrated on this lego sample where one
figure is in front and two behind the wall.

Regular X-ray image

Standard X-ray image is hard to
understand. All structures are mixed,
figures have different sizes.

FOCUS TO SELECTED DEPTH
Laminography
Front figure

Wall

Our X-ray imaging system can focus to a selected depth
and show different layers of the sample. Moreover
dimensions are correct thus metrology is possible.

Back figures

TOMOSYNTHESIS SCANS
‘FOCUSING X-RAYS’ TO A SELECTED DEPTH
•
•

•

We introduce different tomosynthesis scan trajectories to resolve depth information
when the accessibility is limited.
The resulting images have correct absolute dimensions at all object depth slices. Due
to the limited range of angles, the depth resolution is not as good as in the case of full
CT. Therefore, we rather describe the method as a way to ‘focus the X-ray image to a
selected depth’.
The full depth data is measured in one scan, and the focused depth is selected easily in
the visualization.

RadalyX general tomosynthesis scan trajectory
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Inspection of assembled Aircraft hinges. Left: Rudder hinge. Middle: Test sample to evaluate tomosynthesis in detecting broken plywood, misaligned screws, and dents of
overtightened screws. Right: 2D X-ray image of the test sample that shows the screws, however, overlapped and hard to evaluate. The 2D scan angle of view is fine-tuned to face
the plywood thanks to the robot's movement flexibility.

TOMOSYNTHESIS SCANS - INSPECTION
On the contrary, the tomosynthesis reconstruction of the same hinge shows selected slices focused at each screw individually which helps
to assess and localize defects such as dents in the plywood under the screws.
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Another tomosynthesis application is the inspection of aircraft wings,
stabilizers, and control surfaces on-site without.
The tomosynthesis scan reveals defects in-depth such as lack of
adhesive, air voids, and other fine features on a control surface.

TOMOSYNTHESIS SCANS - INSPECTION

The scan trajectory does not require disassembly of the control surface
from its stabilizer.
Moreover, both assembled stabilizer and control surface can be
inspected in one scan.
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A use case of RadalyX tomosynthesis scans

THE DETECTION OF WATER IN HONEYCOMB PANELS
The view cuts through the
thickness of the object revealing
structures inside

The water level and potting
thickness can be read directly

• Selected slices focused at different depth that show the location
and quantity of water in cells.
The location of water is
determined both in-plane and indepth, and the cells at every
depth have absolute dimensions
without parallax.

The scan trajectory runs on an
ROI of a larger panel or an
assembled part.
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5.

FUTURE WORK

• The development of the system
will focus in the next stages on
several areas.

Improving the system parameters such as spatial resolution
and scanning speed.
The integration of other imaging modalities that will
complement X-rays.
The integration of X-ray diffraction (XRD) onto robots.

Merging and visualizing data from multiple imaging methods.
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6.

CONCLUSION

The dual robot, or more general multi-robot, RadalyX imaging platform is proving itself not only as a highly flexible non-destructive
testing tool but also as versatile research equipment. The flexibility of robots allows applying the system in a wide range of common
tasks. It also opens new possibilities and scan approaches impossible otherwise.

RadalyX covers a wide range of scans from large area 2D X-ray scans with X-ray tube stationary in one location to advanced scans where
the device emulates large area parallel X-ray beam. All can be extended to arbitrarily curved shapes. RadalyX also opens new options in
Computed Tomography. The first one is that the robotic CT scanner can be brought to the sample and not the other way around. It
means that CT measurement can be performed on samples and situations where it was impossible before. This is enabled, besides the
robots’ flexibility, by advanced robot control and calibration software that has been developed within the presented work.

CT reconstruction algorithm development can also benefit from the robotic platform as it allows testing nearly a free range of scan
approaches and trajectories. A very interesting direction for the future is adaptive CT where the system is guided based on intermediate
results during the scan. Integration of other imaging modalities together with advanced data analysis is also of great interest for the
future.
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